Abstract: Even though mainly statistical methods have been used in anomaly network intrusion detection, to detect various attack types, machine learning based anomaly detection was introduced. Machine learning based anomaly detection started from research applying traditional learning algorithms of artificial intelligence to intrusion detection. However, detection rates of these methods are not satisfactory. Especially, high false positive and repeated alarms about the same attack are problems. The main reason for this is that one packet is used as a basic learning unit. Most attacks consist of more than one packet. In addition, an attack does not lead to a consecutive packet stream. Therefore, with grouping of related packets, a new approach of group-based learning and detection is needed. This type of approach is similar to that of multiple-instance problems in the artificial intelligence community, which cannot clearly classify one instance, but classification of a group is possible. We suggest group generation algorithm grouping related packets, and a learning algorithm based on a unit of such group. To verify the usefulness of the suggested algorithm, 1998 DARPA data was used and the results show that our approach is quite useful.
Introduction
The traditional detection method used in the Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is misuse detection. It extracts the signature from previous attack data, generates a pattern and detects new attacks by comparing them to the pattern. This manner of detection means a pattern has to be made for every attack. Also it is hard to detect when changed or unregistered attacks take place. To overcome this problem, anomaly detection was introduced. [1, 2, 3] .
Anomaly detection has developed into a statistics-based and learning-based method. The first one utilizes various statistic techniques, models a normal status and sets a statistical threshold. By using the threshold, the network status is determined during detection of whether it is normal or abnormal. Learning based anomaly detection uses machine learning in artificial intelligence, makes a pattern during learning, and determines normal or abnormal status in detection by using this pattern. Even though statistic anomaly detection is strong in certain types of attack such as a DOS type attack, it cannot detect all kinds of attacks. On the other hand, machine learning based anomaly detection can complement weaknesses of the statistical method. Also, as it does not need the hands of human experts in creating learning patterns, it has lower costs in pattern creation and maintenance. The learning based anomaly method started from research applying traditional machine learning algorithms in artificial intelligence to detect intrusion. The problems are that it has a high false positive and low detection rate. Nevertheless, supervised learning shows better performance than unsupervised learning relatively in NIDS [4, 5] .
The smallest information unit, which can be acquired in a network, is a packet in learning based anomaly detection. How the packets are processed can show quite a different result even though the same learning algorithm is used. From the perspective of learning time, if it takes a long time to make a pattern in training, it may be a trivial problem. However, if it takes long time to process prior to detection in testing, it may be a big problem in terms of usefulness [6, 7] .
The current approach method which extracts each attribute from one packet and makes a basic unit data of learning, raises alarms per packet which consist of one attack. As a result, there are a lot of repetitious alarms. As a certain type of attack which consists of many packets cannot be detected with only one packet, the current way of detection, which is based on one packet, finds it hard to detect various attacks [20] . To solve this problem, simultaneous consideration of several packets related to one attack is required. That is, a new approach of groupbased learning and detection is needed, with grouping of related packets. This type of approach is similar to that of the multiple instances learning problem in artificial intelligence, which cannot clearly classify one instance, but classification of groups is possible if several packets are grouped [8, 9] .
This paper proposes a model that applies a multipleinstance learning approach to detecting anomaly network intrusion and shows its usefulness. We suggest a group generation algorithm in which packets are profiled according to their destination IP and are divided into related groups. Also we propose a new group-based learning algorithm. We call this group of packets BAG. With a method of giving the class value to the BAG, a new BAG learning algorithm is proposed. The proposed BAG learning algorithm is based on memory-based learning [15] . To find out the usefulness of the proposed model, DARPA data from 1998 was used [10, 11] .
The following is a composition of this paper. Chapter 2 explains the motivation of BAG and the BAG generation algorithm. Chapter 3 deals with the BAG learning algorithm. Chapter 4 analyzes the experiment of the proposed model and the result. Chapter 5 comprises a conclusion and future works.
Modeling of Packet Stream

Motivation
An analysis of an actual stream of packets in a network shows that normal and abnormal packets exist together. Fig  1 displays an example of the packet stream. If you see the Fig. 1 , one attack related packets are mixed with normal packets. Therefore, if we collect all packets related to attacks, normal ones can be easily found. As an individual treatment of packets lowers efficiency, we need a group treatment. That is even though an individual view toward packets cannot detect attacks effectively, a comprehensive view can find attacks easily. This kind of approach has the same perspective of multiple instances learning in a machine-learning community. Therefore, we may effecttively solve intrusion detection problems by using the above method. From now on, a group of related packets will be referred to as BAG in line with the practices of the multiple-instance community. In the early years of networks, the majority of attack types had fixed factors. However current types show an increasing rate of floating factors. No. 0 is a basic type of attack. No.15 is known as a perfect attack type, which has not yet been found so far. Ways to classify attacks into related packets include a packet grouping by TCP session, which is suitable only for the No. 0 type of attack. Also, if attackers do not complete sessions intentionally, it is hard to end grouping. In this regard, methods are needed to deal with more various kinds of attacks as well as the No. 0 type.
Feature Selection
Information can be acquired in a packet from a header and data part. According to layers of detecting protocols, the data part can be a header part. While we collected packet data from a TCP level, necessary learning data was acquired from a header part of TCP [13] .
Fifteen signatures were found in the TCP header. To extract a signature related to class values, we applied a mutual information technique [12] . Mutual information can measure a relation degree between fields in one data, with a range of 0 to 1. The more it is close to 1, the more two fields are related, and vice versa. The following is a mutual information formula we used. 
BAG Generation
This paper suggests a packet profiling by victim's destination IP rather than a TCP session unit for making BAGs. This means we think from the perspective of victims. After raw packet streams are reclassified by destination IP, they are classified into related packet groups once again. Finally, by choosing an appropriate number of packets, BAGs are made.
Several methods were adopted to divide packets, which were classified by destination IP into BAGs, related groups. The time of occurrence for packets, and individual checking of packets acted as standards. Regarding the time of occurrence for packets, if new packets occur in BAG and if the occurrence time of the last packet in BAG and that of a new packet is higher than the threshold (certain values), it is considered as the appearance of the new stream of packet. In this case, the existing BAG is closed, and then replaced by a new BAG. In addition, if the difference between time of occurrence for new packets and average time of occurrence for existing packets in BAG is larger than the threshold, the existing BAG is closed, and then replaced by a new BAG.
For class check of packets, the IBL existing machine learning algorithm is extended to find out whether each packet has a normal class value or not. When newly occurred packets are added as factors of BAG, the extent of risk is calculated. If the difference between the extent of risk with added packets and the extent of risk without any added packets in BAG is larger than the threshold, it is considered as an appearance of a new stream. The existing BAG is maintained. However, a new BAG is started to reflect a new stream of packets. The following shows how to define the extent of risk in BAG A. The learning algorithm we used in the class check of packets is extended, focusing on three functions like below with original IBL [14, 15] .
( )
First, in the case of distance calculation between instances, the IBL of symbol type data is expressed as 0 or 1. Therefore compared with standardized attributes, which tend to have values between 0 and 1, it has more weighted values. To reflect such tendency, XIBL applied the "Value Difference Metric" (VDM) which can express distance between discrete data in consecutive numbers between 0 and 1 [18] .
A second, "Leave-one-out" noise filter based on statistics was adopted to solve noise-sensitiveness of IBL [14, 18] .
A third, "backward stepwise regression" class check determination method, which was proved statistically, was adopted rather than a "reward-penalty" in designating class weighted values among selected learning by IB4. 
Fig. 2. BAG generation algorithm
A detailed explanation about XIBL and a functionality experiment is beyond the scope of this paper. However, several papers that have already been published contain information about it [16, 17] . The reason why we used IBL in the class check is that it showed better functions than C4.5 or NN in previous network intrusion detection studies which targeted one packet as learning object [9] . Fig. 2 describes the creation process of BAG in algorithm.
BAG Learning
Similarity of Two BAGs
As the BAG learning algorithm we are using is based on memory based learning, it is important to measure the similarity of two BAGs. If we assume BAG A is composed of m packet instances, A is defined as {A1, A2, A3…Am}. If we assume BAG B is composed of n packet instances, B is defined as {B1,B2,B3,…,Bn}. If the first instance, A1 consists of k class values, A1 is defined as { a 11 , a 12, a 13 
BAG Learning Algorithm
There is a difference in ways of dealing with BAGs between traditional multiple instance problems and intrusion detection. Traditional multiple instance problems determine the class of BAG as abnormal even if only one attack instance is included in one BAG. However, if the same approach applies to intrusion detection, a lot of alarms will go off with a high number of false positives. As a result, to decide the class of one BAG, we utilized Abnormal Rate of BAG: ARB, which is a proportional value of abnormal instance against all instances of BAG as a parameter. ARB was applied in different ways.
The learning algorithm we use is based on memorybased learning. This is first to store learning BAGs as knowledge. Find out a BAG most similar to the one to be detected. Determine the class of a BAG to be detected as the same as that of the most similar BAG. This type of learning is simple. Also, compared to inductive learning or neuropil, learning speed is fast. As expressed knowledge is BAG itself, people can understand the basis of the decision to some extent. As mentioned before, IBL, a singleinstance version of IBLmemory based learning showed a positive result in intrusion detection [19] .
A big problem of the memory-based algorithm is that it requires a reduction of knowledge. If learning materials are huge, it takes a large part of the memory. So, to efficiently detect network intrusion, knowledge should be reduced to a certain level. To solve such issues, geometric clustering was adopted. This is to find out the density of BAG groups with the same class and align BAGs in an order of closeness to the center of calculated density. Centering on the closest BAG, a semi diameter starts to extend to include the next BAG. Knowledge is expressed with a central BAG of a cluster and semi diameter as a sphere convex hull (SCH). If A is the center of the BAG and semi diameter is R, it is described as SCH (A, R). If an extended SCH includes BAGs with different classes, borders or overlaps with SCH with same class, the semi diameter of the extended SCH decreases so as not to border, overlap or include BAGs. This approach is based on an idea that if clusters with the same class collect in spaces of n dimensions, the center and semi diameter are enough to express that group clearly. Also even though we cannot divide spaces of n dimensions into groups of SCH precisely, SCH of high density can reduce storage spaces a lot. However, this method cannot include all patterns. In the case of detection, BAG X should be viewed to ascertain whether its unknown class is included in stored patterns, SCH. If included, the class of BAG X is determined as that of a central BAG. If not included in any SCH, the distance between BAG and SCH is calculated to select number K SCH. By calculating the abnormal rate (ARSCH) of included SCH, threshold values are determined, leading to class values. Therefore, distance similarity between BAG X and SCH with A as a central BAG and semi diameter R, -D SCH (X, SCH (A, R))-is defined as follows: While(There are any BAG which is not included in SCH) { Get the density of every BAG which has the same class value V. Select SCH's center BAG which has a most similarity to BAG's density. Extend R to the BAG which has a most similarity to the center BAG. While(There is no collision with another SCH AND There is no BAG which has another class) { Extend R to the Next BAG and Remove Previous BAG from memory. } } } 
Experimental Data and BAG Generation
For experiments, we used DARPA data from 1998. The DARPA data, which were all data from the previous 7 weeks, provide tcpdump of network packets and list files on attacks. As the size of data was too huge, we only introduced the data on Thursday of the 6 th week. As various kinds of attacks were implemented on that day and the size of those were appropriate, the data was chosen for the experiment.
The scope of the network to be detected was limited to TCP. UDP, ICMP etc., were excluded. Considered types of attacks were also restricted to DOS, PROBE, and R2L. The U2R attack type, which has to analyze bsm of hosts, was excluded as it is beyond the purpose of this paper.
For the creation of BAG, we used 2 time-related and 1 risk-related parameters. According to the changes in parameters, diverse results have come out. To illustrate, we analyzed the case in which threshold A, B, and C were set as 0.5 like below. This case has shown a good result in threshold values change. About 30,000 BAGs were used in analysis and in three parts, a feasibility of created BAGs were analyzed. The first is to analyze the number of packets included in each created BAG. If the number of packets is too small or big, BAG grouping is meaningless. Fig. 6 shows a size distribution of packets consisting of BAGs. The number of packets in one BAG ranges from 50 to 20 with an average of 30 and the standard deviation of 20. Second, regarding class distribution of packets, we Fig. 7 shows a distribution rate of abnormal packets in one BAG. While the value is close to 0 or 1 in most cases, some BAGs were clustered around 0.5. Third, we analyzed whether packet streams related to same attacks or normal sessions composed of one BAG or not. Fig. 8 displays the number of attacks forming one BAG. In this part, we regarded a nor mal packet stream as one type. That is if the number of attack types in BAGs is 2, it is composed of normal stream and 1 attack type.
Results for Three Attack Categories
We designated ARB values as 70% to determine the representative class of BAGs. The percentage, 70% is a logical choice. In case of a DOS attack type, we set 2,000 normal BAGs and 1,500 abnormal BAGs. In PROB, normal BAGs and abnormal BAGs were 1,000 and 1,200 respectively. For R2L type, with 1,000 normal BAGs and 1,200 abnormal BAGs, we divided it into 30% for testing and 70% for learning. When tested BAGs were not included in any SCH, the standard K values determining the closest SCH were segmented into 1, 3 and 5.
The Fig. 9 describes an analysis of results by using each attack type and attack detection rates according to K values. In general, while the result of PROB was showing a good performance, a detection rate was low in the case of R2L. The most probable reason is that related patterns were located in data parts of a packet. The Fig. 10 indicated the number of false alarms in normal BAGs per attack type as a percentage against K values. As DOS type attacks take place more often than other attack types, it had a higher false alarm rate. 
Conclusion
To detect various kinds of attacks and reduce repetitious alarms on the same attack, it is effective to deal with packets as continuous streams. While existing anomaly detection based on machine learning deals with a packet as a basic unit, this paper suggests a new approach to dealing with groups of related packets. We propose a BAG creation algorithm which groups packets and a learning algorithm based on a unit of BAG.
To find out the functionality of proposed models, a part of the DARPA data is extracted. We analyze the size of the BAG, an abnormal rate in BAG, and the types of attacks consisting of BAGs to find out the usability of the creation algorithm. The proposed BAG creation algorithm shows a good size and abnormal rate. In addition, we are able to see that attack types of BAG are created through a continuous stream of packets. An attack detection rate and false alarm rate are analyzed by attack type. While PROB type is easily detected, the detection rate in the R2L type is relatively low. However, if we compare the result of this paper to that of existing methods based on one packet, the quantity and quality of alarms are better.
It is necessary to extend the proposed model. First of all, as the proposed learning algorithm is based on batch processing, we have to change it into an incremental learning method in order to decrease the learning space. Also, an evaluation method of the system is changed from the simple learning method to the special method which considers attack domain knowledge.
